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1. Definition/description of Networks

Networks are – more or less formal, more or less durable

relational patterns resulting from our conscious efforts to 

build relationships with each other. 

The core business is not the manufacture of 

products or the provision of services, but social 

learning, communication and the making of 

meaning.

(Engel, 1993)



1. Definition/description of Networks

Information exchange Network – ‘ is a collaborative 

process of information exchange, around a central 

theme, carried out by actively interested parties.’

(Nelson and Farrington, 1994) 



1. Definition/description of Networks

A formal knowledge network is

A group of expert institutions working together on a common 

concern 

To strengthen each other’s research & communications 

capacity, 

To share knowledge bases and develop solutions 

With the ultimate aim of meeting the needs of target decision-

makers at the national and international level. 

(Creech & Willard, 2001)



2. The knowledge sharing Cycle
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Gomez & Pacha, 2013



3. The Need for Knowledge Sharing

Learning and knowledge sharing is particularly useful to:

 Refine frameworks for scaling up pilot project or intervention

 Improve visibility of a successful pilot project or initiative 

 Improve or adjust on-going projects or initiative

 Refine and consolidate a standard based on evidence from multiple 

initiatives

 Facilitate transfer of model practices, experiences, lessons learned to 

contexts different from those where the experience originated

 Contribute to advocacy and policy debates



4. Characteristics of successful networks 

 Maintain pertinence and ensure added value

Pertinence – need to be re-assessed & re-negotiated

Added value - the need for specialization and focus

 Participants role: daring to share; capacity to contribute & 

commitment 

Management & Governance: Shared problem or goal; clarity of 

focus and planning; flexible internal management and participation

 Financial resources 



5. Process of networking

SCOPING

OPERTAIONAL

CONSOLIDATION

DISSOLUTION or EVOLUTION

Explore interest, capabilities & 
expectations of members

Face-to-face meetings or Initial 
workshop

Regular meetings & Workshops
Rules of association discussed

Knowledge & best-practice sharing
Communicate knowledge & 

practices

Consolidation of network 
structure

Objectives may be re-defined
Service delivery, advocacy

Termination of a network is 
rarely the case

Networks move on to new activities



The envisaged Learning Network

According to the R-PP - 'REDD+ Pilot learning Network'

'The network will have the purpose of ensuring that lessons from

REDD+ pilots and PFM initiatives are analyzed and shared and fed into

practice on the ground through the development of best practice

guidelines and manuals. The network will also act as a policy support

group to try to influence policy to be more supportive of REDD+ pilots.

One central information point is created to provide information on

REDD+ throughout the country, and links to international activities'.



The envisaged Learning Network

Purpose: 

 Serving as a platform for exchanging knowledge, 

experiences, and best practices ;

 The development of best practice guidelines and 

manuals

 Play an advocacy role to influence national policy  

on REDD+ related issues and

 Serving as a national knowledge hub on REDD+ 

issues 



Issues We Need to Explore

 How do we achieve these goals/objectives?

What should be the working modality of  such a network?

Role of partners; Membership, Forum 

size, activities; logistics; Management & 

governance; Communication

 A Road Map towards achieving a functional learning Network

What else?? 
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In this regard, it can be applied very effectively to 
REDD+ initiatives to create transformational 
impacts, by:
n Scaling up REDD+ models 
n Promoting REDD+ successes
n Improving REDD+ initiatives
n Capacity building of REDD+ technical expertise
n Building REDD+ consensus
n Transferring successful models from one 
landscape to another
n Ensuring broad stakeholder engagement
n Linking local action with global policy decisions



2. Purpose of Networks

Knowledge Sharing:

 Encourages participatory process

 Promotes dialogue among stakeholders

 Considers diverse knowledge and ways of

learning

 Facilitates the development of useful and clear

messages for broad audiences



Role of Network Members



A best Practice 

Each organization must develop its own
criteria for defining a best practice. UNESCO’s

Management of Social Transformations
(MOST) Programme, uses four criteria

to characterize a best practice:
n Innovative: it develops new and creative solutions

n Effective: it has tangible and positive impacts on the 
quality of people’s lives

n Sustainable: due to its social, economic and 
environmental demands, it prevails over time and brings 

about long-lasting effects
n Reproducible: It is useful as a model to develop policies, 

initiatives and performances in other places



The Food and Agricultural Organization
(FAO) outlines its own criteria for the

selection of a best practice:6
n Environmentally sound: it should
protect the environment and treat it

carefully.
n Socially acceptable and culturally

sensitive: it should not offend anyone
or disturb social attitudes, and should

be consistence relevant cultures,
otherwise nobody will use it.

n Technically practicable: people
can actually use it and apply it in their
everyday life without any problems.

n Economically efficient: it should be
both cost effective to implement and be

an affordable alternative to past practices.
n Inherently participatory: it should
offer opportunities for communities,

stakeholders and partners collaborate
at all stages in the project.


